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Abstract
In a distributed system, no hardware facilities exist to synchronise
the clocks of the computers within the system. Algorithms designed to
synchronise clocks in such systems have been the subject of much research.
The lack of a global clock has meant that the accuracy of these algorithms
has generally been assessed using indirect measures of clock osets. We
have developed a clock synchronisation test bed that allows for direct
measurement of clock osets. The test bed is now operational, and we
have used it to produce initial results for the widely-used xntp package,
and for some o-line synchronisation algorithms.
1 Introduction
Clock synchronisation in distributed computer systems is a widely studied prob-
lem. The primary aim of a clock synchronisation algorithm is to ensure that
the maximum dierence (or oset) between any two clocks amongst a group of
clocks being synchronised is small. Dierent applications have dierent require-
ments as to the degree to which clocks must be synchronised. For some, such
as systems that compare timestamps as part of an authentication process, clock
osets of up to a few seconds may be acceptable. For others, such as accurate
timing of packet delays, the maximum acceptable clock oset may be in the
order of tens of microseconds or less.
Many clock synchronisation algorithms have been developed over the years.
Invariably these algorithms have been assessed using indirect measures of clock
oset, such as osets estimated by the synchronisation algorithm, or osets
computed by simulation or analytical models. As part of work on developing
high-accuracy clock synchronisation algorithms we have developed a test bed
that allows for direct measurement of clock osets. The test bed was developed:
1. to provide a highly accurate measurement tool for use in assessing the
eectiveness of clock synchronisation algorithms, and
2. to enable us to determine whether clock osets estimated using traditional
indirect measurement techniques dier markedly from directly measured
clock osets. Knowing this will allow us to assess the validity of using
indirect clock oset measures to determine the accuracy of clock synchro-
nisation algorithms.
The overall design of our test bed is detailed in an earlier paper [MA98]. The
primary purpose of this paper is to report on the successful implementation of
the test bed hardware and software, and to show that the test bed meets its
design goals by presenting initial results produced in some preliminary experi-
ments.
In the body of the paper, we start by providing an overview of the hardware
and low level software components of the test bed. We then present in two
sections experimental results for evaluations of xntp and (very briefly) of o-
line clock synchronisation algorithms. Included in each section is a description
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of the software needed to interface the test bed with the algorithms under test.
Finally, the test bed is compared with other systems, conclusions are presented
and future work discussed.
2 Test bed hardware and low-level software
In most of the literature on clock synchronisation, the clock osets reported
for an algorithm are generated by an analytic or simulation model (see, for
example, [Arv94, DHSS85, CFN91, PB95]) or estimated by the algorithm under
test (see, for example, [AP92, GZ89, Mil94]). This is understandable given that
measurement requires some global (reference) clock, the presence of which would
remove the need for software synchronisation algorithms.
To facilitate measurement of clock osets, it is possible to connect an ex-
ternal source of reference time to each computer under test. The problem then
becomes how to record a local timestamp and a reference timestamp at the
same instant, or at least with some known xed delay between them that can
be compensated for. A common form of external reference time is a device
(such as a GPS receiver) that provides interrupts regularly, often at the start of
every second according to some global timescale. The time that elapses between
the external device causing the interrupt and the current local time being read
varies depending on how long it takes for the interrupt to be delivered, and
how many cache misses, TLB misses and similar events occur in the handler for
the interrupt before the local timestamp is recorded. If, for example, this delay
can vary by up to ve microseconds, then an error of up to ten microseconds is
introduced into the computation of a clock oset (two clocks are involved).
We wanted to construct a test bed that could measure clock osets with
accuracy close to the clock resolution. Our design goals were:
1. to deliver to all systems under test a reference clock whose values are
synchronised by hardware to achieve a maximum oset of well under one
clock tick.
2. to provide a mechanism to be able to associate a timestamp read from
a computer’s local clock (whose timekeeping is under the control of a
synchronisation algorithm under test) with a reference timestamp with a
maximum delay between reading the two timestamps of well under one
clock tick.
Meeting our goals requires hardware support. The hardware components are
of the test bed are introduced below|see [MA98] for a more detailed description.
We decided to develop a \clock card" that contains counters that form the basis
of the local and reference clocks (each computer is connected to the test bed
via a clock card plugged into its parallel port). When a local time value is
required, the card latches simultaneously the values of the local and reference
counters, and returns both values. Because the values are latched simultaneously
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in hardware, the time that elapses between recording a local timestamp and a
reference timestamp is negligible.
Each of the two counters on a clock card must be driven by an oscillator.
A single 5 MHz reference oscillator is connected to the reference counters on
all clock cards in the test bed via shielded coaxial cables. Time domain reflec-
tometry was used to ensure that dierences in cable propagation delays were
insignicant. An additional circuit is provided to reset all clock card counters
upon the push of a button (the reference clock signal is suppressed for a time
after a reset to ensure all counters start at the same time). Because all reference
counters are driven by the same signal received from the reference oscillator via
cables of the same delay and start counting from the same value they remain
tightly synchronised.
Timekeeping in most operating systems is based on a quartz oscillator sup-
plied as one of the computer’s built-in devices. We could have tried to have the
local counter on each clock card driven by the built-in oscillator of the computer
it is connected to, but doing so would not have been straightforward, and would
have resulted in a clock card much harder to use on a wide variety of platforms.
Instead, we have included a 5MHz quartz crystal oscillator on each clock card,
and this oscillator drives the local counter on the clock card. The oscillators
used on the clock cards are typical of those incorporated into computer systems.
A problem in the original design (as detailed in [MA98]) was uncovered
during initial testing. The counters used have a maximum ripple time (time
between an increment occurring and the counter being stable) of 4s. With a
5 MHz oscillator, 20 pulses occur in 4s. This caused problems when trying to
read the counter into a holding register|the value was not stable and incorrect
values were sometimes read. To solve this problem two further counters were
introduced giving a total of four: a master local counter, a slave local counter, a
master reference counter and a slave reference counter. During normal operation
the master counters are connected to the oscillators. When a read begins, clock
signals are routed to the slave counters instead. After a 5S delay the master
counter values are latched into holding registers on the card, then the clock
signals are switched back to the master counters. The master values are then
read from the registers, and then the slave counters are latched to and read from
the registers. Low-level software adds each master value to the previous reading
of the matching slave counter so that a pair of timestamps (local, reference) is
returned to higher software layers.
Functions to initialise the clock card and to return a timestamp pair, con-
sisting of local and reference timestamps, have been written for use inside the
Solaris 2.6 kernel. A number of short delays are needed during the read process
to give the clock card time to respond. The current function takes approxi-
mately 60s to read a timestamp pair, with the clock signals switched to the
slave counters (which is the point at which the timestamps are determined) right
at the start of the reading process.
A clock synchronisation algorithm needs to be modied before it can be
evaluated using the test bed. This involves getting the algorithm to synchronise
a local clock that is derived from the oscillator on the clock card, rather than
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the normal behaviour which is to synchronise the time of day maintained by the
operating system. Descriptions of the necessary modications are included in
the following two sections.
3 Experiments with xntp
xntp is a widely used clock synchronisation package. It is one member of a large
set of programs that we call real-time clock synchronisation programs. These
programs attempt to maintain synchronisation between the time of day clocks on
some collection of computers on an on-going basis. An alternative approach, o-
line synchronisation, can be used where times present in event records logged on
several dierent hosts must be synchronised after event recording has nished,
as a rst step in data analysis. O-line algorithms are the subject of the next
section. We begin by describing how xntp was interfaced to the test bed, then
go on to present results of preliminary experiments on xntp.
3.1 Interfacing xntp to the test bed
xntp is a large, complex package with many conguration options. Its tradi-
tional method for reading and changing the time of day on a Sun running the
Solaris operating system is to use the Solaris calls gettimeofday, settimeofday
and adjtime.
Within the kernel, Solaris maintains the current time of day as a pair of
values stored in a timeval structure: the number of seconds and microseconds
since January 1st, 1970. We will call this the tick resolution time. Upon each
clock interrupt a value equal to the length of the clock tick is added to the tick
resolution time (a clock tick length of 10ms is common). When gettimeofday is
called it reads the number of microseconds since the last clock interrupt (main-
tained in a device register by most built-in clocks) and returns in a timeval
structure the sum of this value and the tick resolution time. settimeofday sets
the tick resolution time to the contents of the timeval structure passed as a
parameter. adjtime adjusts the tick resolution time by the delta passed as a
parameter. The change does not occur immediately. Instead, the amount added
to the tick resolution time upon each clock interrupt is increased or decreased
slightly until the complete adjustment has been made. The change occurs at a
rate of 500s per second to avoid large steps in the time of day.
We decided that the most realistic way of interfacing xntpd to the clock card
was to add three system calls to Solaris 2.6: ccgettimeofday, ccsettimeofday
and ccadjtime. These system calls operate in the same way as gettimeofday,
settimeofday and adjtime except that the cc calls use the oscillator on the
clock card for time keeping rather than the built-in clock. An advantage of this
approach is that many other clock synchronisation programs interface to the
clock using the same set of system calls as xntp. It will be easy to interface
such programs to the test bed.
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There are some internal and external dierences in the way the cc family
of system calls operates, some of which are caused by the fact that the current
version of the clock card does not have the ability to produce regular interrupts.
The main dierences are:
 Because there is no regular interrupt to cause the tick resolution time to
be updated, a record is kept of the most recent local timestamp read from
the clock card. Whenever ccgettimeofday or ccadjtime is called a local
timestamp is read from the clock card, and the dierence between the
time read and the saved value is added to the tick resolution time. The
resulting value is the one returned by ccgettimeofday.
 The local counter on the clock card wraps around about every 14.3 minutes.
If calls to ccgettimeofday and ccadjtime are infrequent then the clock
card local counter might wrap around twice or more between updates of
the tick resolution time, causing the clock to lose some multiple of 14.3
minutes. To prevent this the standard system clock code was changed to
(eectively) call ccgettimeofday every 10 minutes.
 ccgettimeofday and ccadjtime both return the newly-calculated time
of day, along with the 32-bit local and reference timestamps read from
the clock card as part of calculating the current time of day. Because the
local and reference counters are latched simultaneously, and because the
value read from the local counter is used in updating the time of day, the
reference timestamp returned gives the value of the reference clock at the
instant the local clock was showing the time of day returned. These extra
values are returned for data recording purposes.
 The standard approach to applying adjustments cannot be used because
there is no regular clock tick interrupt. Instead, when the current tick
resolution time is updated and an adjustment is in progress the amount
added is scaled by a factor of up to 500s per second. This actually
results in a slightly more accurate adjustment function.
Very minor changes were made to xntp (version 3-5.91) itself. Programs
were changed to use the cc family of system calls, and code was added to log
the current time of day and the reference and local timestamps returned by calls
to ccgettimeofday and ccadjtime. Also, code was added to report clock card
time stamps as part of the information xntp prints when it reports one of its
estimates of clock oset.
3.2 Analysis of xntp
xntp uses NTP (the network time protocol) to achieve clock synchronisation.
Our departmental NTP setup is a simple one. One machine, kaka, is a stratum
3 NTP server that synchronises to two stratum 2 servers at the University of
Waikato, which is also in New Zealand. The stratum 2 servers synchronise to
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a collection of stratum 1 servers (each of which has a direct source of universal
time), all of which are outside New Zealand. All departmental computers other
than kaka synchronise to kaka.
The aim of the rst xntp experiment was to investigate how closely xntp was
able to synchronise the clocks of two departmental SPARCstation 4 computers
(rua and s455) running as NTP stratum 4 servers synchronised to kaka. rua
and s455 were connected to the test-bed. On each computer the modied
ntpdate was executed to provide initial synchronisation to kaka. Then the
modied xntpd was run on each machine for a period of nearly 23 hours. The 5
MHz oscillator on a third clock card was used as the reference oscillator in this
experiment.
xntpd calls ccadjtime once a second. For every call to ccadjtime we
recorded: the time of day, the reference time and the adjustment requested.
The rst step in analysis is to correct each reference time for wraparound (wrap-
around is detected when a reference time stamp is less than the previous one
recorded; no wraparounds are missed because a reference time is recorded every
second).
Further processing is needed before clock osets can be determined. Consider
ruaX , a record logged on rua. If contains the time of day according to the local
clock (ruaX(tod)), the reference time at which rua’s clock showed that time
of day (ruaX(ref)) and the adjustment requested by the call to ccadjtime
(ruaX(adj)) To, determine the time of day on s455 at reference time ruaX(ref)
it is necessary to locate successive records before and after logged on s455 such
that:
s455before(ref) < ruaX(ref) < s455after(ref)
In other words, we nd the s455 records that bracket ruaX . From the
three reference timestamps we can determine the percentage P of the interval
(s455before(ref), s455after(ref)) that had elapsed at the instant ruaX occurred.
The time that elapsed according to s455’s local clock between the two s455
records is:
elapsed = s455after(tod)− s455before(tod) − s455before(adj)
We can then calculate s455X(tod) (the time of day on s455 at reference
time ruaX(ref)) by adding to s455before(tod) the sum of P  elapsed and
however much of s455before(adj) would have been applied at ruaX(ref). We
then subtract s455X(tod) from ruaX(tod) to get the oset between the two time
of day clocks at reference time ruaX(ref).
This calculation assumes that the rate of the oscillator on the clock card
connected to s455 does not change signicantly between s455before(ref) and
s455after(ref). It is well known that the rate of a quartz crystal is very close to
being constant [EK73]. xntp reports an estimate of the current rate of the local
clock every 64 seconds. Given two successive rate estimates we can see how
much the rate has changed over a 64 second period. The largest rate change (of
the 6580 recorded in our data) was 1.611s per second (in only 5 cases was the
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magnitude over 0.6s per second). In the calculation described above, we are
interpolating between readings taken 1 second apart. If the 1.611 rate change is
spread evenly over the 64 seconds, then the change over a 1 second period would
be about 25ns per second. Even if a rate change of this magnitude occurred as
a step in the rate at the start of the 1 second period interpolated over, we are
looking at a maximum interpolation error of the order of 25ns. Also, because
the reference clock used in this experiment is an oscillator of the same type as
used on the clock card an error of up to the same magnitude (that is, 25ns) is
introduced into the calculation of P . However, these errors are worst case are
are still small compared to the clock tick length of 200ns.
Our rst analysis of the data collected in the experiment involved computing
a clock oset using the method described above for every (time of day, reference
time, delta) triple recorded on each computer. This resulted in 165032 clock
oset measurements over the 23 hour period. Plotting these osets as a function
of reference time revealed a large spike|for a period of 33.8 seconds the clock
osets were over 240ms. Investigation of NTP logs showed that the spike was
caused by kaka switching its primary synchronisation source from one of the
stratum 2 servers in Waikato to the other. After switching servers, the oset
calculated by kaka between its own clock and that of the new server was so large
that kaka simply advanced its own clock by 242ms as a single step. Once the
xntp daemons on rua and s455 detected this large step they in turn stepped
their clocks (by 243 and 241ms respectively). The step occurred earlier on
s455 than on rua, hence the half a minute of high oset. It is not clear why
kaka found it necessary to make such a large step; this is something we plan to
investigate further.
Figure 1 shows 164964 clock osets plotted against reference time for the
23 hour period monitored (the 66 osets in the 33 second spike are not shown,
because if they are included the other osets, being so much smaller, show up
as a horizontal line along the X axis). From the gure we can see that (with the
exception of the spike period) xntp maintains a good level of synchronisation
between the two clocks; the clocks are within 2ms of each other for the entire
period, and for much of the time (86% of the osets) the clocks are within 500s
of each other. The discontinuity at the 22 hour mark is the point at which both
local clocks were stepped.
One of the issues we want to investigate with the clock card is the accuracy
of traditional estimates of clock osets such as those produced by the synchroni-
sation algorithms themselves. In the case of xntp, the goal is to synchronise all
clocks to UTC (universal time). xntp records every 64 seconds an estimate of
the oset between the local clock and UTC. Figure 2 shows the local clock/UTC
osets reported by xntp as a function of reference time. The range of these o-
sets is two orders of magnitude wider than the range in osets between the two
clocks as measured by the testbed. The fact that the oset between the local
clocks of rua and s455 is quite small is evident from the xtnp data shown in
Figure 2 because the two sets of points follow each other very closely.
By subtracting two UTC/local clock osets (one recorded on each machine)
recorded at the same time we can arrive at the xntp estimate of the clock oset
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between rua and s455 at that time. Clock oset estimates are reported by xntp
at 64 second intervals|again we have to use an interpolation type of technique
to arrive at two osets as at some common reference time. For the s455 log le
an xntp oset was associated with each ccadjtime record A by taking the most
recent oset reported by xntp, and adding to it all adjustments (between 1 and
64) made between when the oset was recorded and A. Then for each clock
oset reported by xntp on rua, reference times were used to match it with the
immediately preceding ccadjtime record on s455. The oset recorded by xntp
on rua, and the oset estimate associated with the ccadjtime record on s455
are then subtracted to determine the oset between the clocks on rua and s455
according to xntp. We can then subtract the xntp determined oset from the
oset measured by the test bed at the reference time in the ccadjtime record
from s455 to get the amount by which the oset estimated by xntp diers from
that calculated by the test bed.
The errors introduced into the determination of the clock oset according to
xntp are in the order of tens of microseconds, because (amongst other things)
the xntp osets determined for s455 are the result of extrapolating over periods
of up to a minute from the point where an oset reported by xntp. Nevertheless,
looking at the dierences between clock osets measured by the test bed and
calculated by xntp will give a good indication of the accuracy of xntp clock
osets (are they within hundreds of microseconds, or milliseconds, or tens of
milliseconds, or even worse?). Figure 3 shows the dierence between the test
bed and xntp clock osets plotted as a function of reference time. Outlying
dierences of -61, 43 and 104ms do not appear in the gure.
It is clear that most xntp oset estimates are accurate to a sub-millisecond
level; the mean magnitude of the dierence between the xtnp oset and the test
bed oset is 525s, with 91% of dierences less than 1ms in magnitude. Dier-
ences of the order of a few milliseconds are not uncommon, with an occasional
dierence in the tens of milliseconds range. A second xntp experiment was done
where s455 synchronised to rua. This allowed the peer osets between s455
and rua reported by xntp to be matched very accurately with an oset mea-
sured by the test bed, as each peer oset record contains a time of day and a
reference timestamp. This experiment was run over two days, and in that time
only 4 of the 2090 dierences between the xntp peer oset and the clock card
oset were larger than 1ms in magnitude (1.9, 1.9, 2.0 and 2.7ms). The average
dierence in magnitude was 64s.
4 Experiments with o-line algorithms
Space precludes more than a brief description of an initial experiment in which
the test bed was used to determine the accuracy of some o-line clock syn-
chronisation algorithms developed in earlier work [Ash95]. The Solaris ethernet
device driver has been instrumented to record packet send and receive events,
and to include in each packet local and reference timestamps returned by the
clock card. A logging program writes event records to disk for later analysis.
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In a small initial experiment the ranking of four algorithms was consistent
with that given by indirect measures of algorithm accuracy used in earlier work.
A very interesting quantitative result was that for the best algorithm used, the
maximum clock oset in a 90 second experiment was 10s.
5 Related work
As discussed above in section 2, nearly all papers quote clock osets that are
either estimates produced by a model or are estimates printed by the running
algorithm. xntp can be congured to measure an oset between the local clock
and an external reference clock. The accuracy of this method suers from
variable delays between taking readings of the local and reference clocks.
Troxel has developed (independently) a TURBOChannel card (for use with
DECStation systems) that has some similarities to our clock card [Tro94]. The
GDT-TIME board includes a 10MHz oven-controlled oscillator and a 64-bit
counter driven by the oscillator. It also includes two external inputs, each
associated with a 32-bit capture register. On a rising edge of an external input
the least signicant 32 bits of the counter are copied to the capture register
associated with the external input port.
This hardware can be used to generate (local, reference) timestamp pairs
in the following way. The local timestamp is a value recorded from the 64-bit
counter on the GDT-TIME board. To make it possible to compute a reference
timestamp, an external source of time must be connected to one of the external
input ports. Troxel suggests that the 1 PPS (one pulse per second) output of a
GPS receiver be connected to an external input port. Once a second a pulse is
sent from the GPS and a value recorded in the capture register. Software can be
written to monitor the relevant capture register and record values captured for
each GPS pulse. For a given local timestamp, the fractional part of a reference
timestamp in seconds can be determined by linear interpolation using the local
timestamp itself and the PPS timestamps that bracket the timestamp. It is
straightforward to determine the integral (seconds) component of each reference
timestamp when analysing data from multiple computers.
Each approach has its advantages. Troxel’s board does not rely on physical
connection of all boards to a master oscillator, which means it can be used
where the computers whose clocks are being synchronised are distributed over
a wide area. Such experiments can still be done using our clock cards, however,
even though the computers under test will generally be in the same room. For
example, a computer connected to the test bed can be networked to the other
computers in the test bed via a SLIP connection to a distant host, and wide
area internet links from the distant host back to the local subnet.
Our clock card will give more accurate reference timestamps because of the
oset between the GPS PPS signal and universal time. Troxel quotes an accu-
racy of 50ns 95% of the time with selective availability disabled and 100ns 95% of
the time with selective availability enabled. When comparing two timestamps
recorded on dierent machines, if both GPS receivers are within their stated
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accuracies then the error in reference times could be up to 100ns (200 with se-
lective availability disabled) and some of the time the error between the GPS
receiver and universal time will be greater than this.
Another issue is that while the counter and capture registers on the GDT-
TIME board may well be more convenient to read than the clock card registers,
our clock card can be interfaced to any system with a PC-type parallel port, so
is much more portable. Finally, the local oscillator on each clock card is typical
of those currently used in workstations, whereas the GDT-TIME board uses an
oven-controlled oscillator. This means that algorithms evaluated using our test
bed will be operating under more realistic conditions in terms of the properties
of the local clocks being synchronised.
To the best of our knowledge, Troxel’s board has not been used in the sort
of studies that we are undertaking.
6 Conclusions
In an earlier paper [MA98], we detailed the hardware and software designs for
a clock synchronisation test bed. We encountered some subsequent problems
while implementing the test bed (such as the problem that required adding slave
counters to the clock card), but the test bed is now operational. The test bed
is inexpensive (components for each clock card cost less than US$100), portable
(it can be interfaced to any system with a PC-compatible parallel port) and
very accurate.
The main goal of this paper is to report successful use of the test bed in initial
experiments on the accuracy of both real-time and o-line clock synchronisa-
tion algorithms. These very preliminary experiments produced some interesting
results. For xntp, outside the period in which the clocks were stepped, the
test bed showed that xntp maintained the two clocks within 2ms of each other;
whereas even ignoring ve large outliers xntp estimates indicate a maximum
oset between the two clocks of over 8ms. For the o-line experiment, results
increase condence that o-line clock synchronisation algorithms can deliver
very accurate synchronisation results.
Now that the test bed is operational, and has been successfully interfaced to
real-time and o-line clock synchronisation algorithms, we are in a position to
use it in much more thorough investigations of the accuracy of clock synchroni-
sation algorithms.
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